Abstract. With the rapid development of Internet, the search engine becomes an important tool for searching information gradually. In order to choose an appropriate and reliable search engine, a research on search engine evaluation has been a hot topic. In this paper, we adopt a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method by computing indicator weight and building fuzzy matrix to evaluate the search engines.
Introduction
With the popularization and development of Internet, people is accustomed to gaining information by use the search engine. However, owing to variety of search engines and complexity of the content, making the selection of search engine has become a hot topic [1] . Therefore, building a mathematical model and obtaining the ranking through analyzing the search engine has a big practical significance. This article using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to conduct a proper evaluation of the search engines.
The evaluation index system for search engine
In numerous evaluation index systems, the flow and velocity index, the retrieval performance index, the service function index are the core indexes which used to detect the performance of search engine, these indexes are the basic function of the Internet search engine and represent the minimum requirement of search engine evaluation.
Understand the situation of search engine at home and abroad by literature review, this article summarizes the main indexes in accordance with the operation habits of users [2] .
(1) The flow and velocity index, the main indexes are the web traffic rank, click rate and access speed. (2) The retrieval performance index mainly includes precision ratio and recall ratio. ( 3) The service function index mainly includes user interface and user experience evaluation.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of search engine model
The method of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is a new method which apply the fuzzy mathematics to judge the system merits. There are multiple perspectives should be assessed for the integrated ranking of search engine [3] . In this paper, seven major domestic search engines are selected, including Baidu, Sogou, Google China, Sou 360, Yahoo China, Soso, Iask.
(1) Establishment of factor set and the hierarchical structure
The judgement factors are the judgement indexes, set the factor set as 1 2 { , , , , ,
is the i-th judgement index. There are many factors should be considered in the Internet search engine evaluation. Most methods can only analyze the Internet search engine performance from qualitative and quantitative aspects, and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a combination of qualitative and quantitative, systematic and hierarchical analysis method [4] .
The hierarchical structure is established in this paper as shown in Fig. 1 Figure 1 . The hierarchical structure of the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of search engine Firstly, the single factor evaluation of ( 1, 
To quantitative study the influencing level of each factor will brings some ambiguity error. Here, the concept of the weight is introduced, { } Firstly, it should be distributed reasonable weights for each factor, takes AHP method to match and compare with every factor, and then judge the relative importance degree between each factor. Finally, calculate feature values of comparison matrix pairs to achieve the weight vectors.
In detail, the steps of weights calculation are following:
Step 1. Construction of comparison matrix pairs From the second layer of the Hierarchical model, the paired comparison method is used for the same layer factors which are subject to each factor layer until the lowest level to constitute pairwise comparison matrix. The judgment matrix is established as shown in Eq. 2 and criteria scale represents the relative importance dimensions of B i to B j in B ij . Criteria scale is a quantitative analysis and the numerical value of B ij is defined according to the rules as shown in Table 1 
Step 2. Calculate weight of the matrix According to AHP, this paper obtains the feature vectors by solving a positive reciprocal matrix characteristic value, and the weight vector is achieved after normalized,
T , in which q ik is the relative weight of i B to the factor in higher layer. According to A-I=0 λ , calculate maximum eigenvalue Step 3. Consistency test For the judgment matrix is the basis for calculating the weight, the matrix should be largely consistent, therefore, it is important to analysis compatibility and error of judgement matrices. In order to measure the reliability of judgment, consistency index ( . . order, the smaller of . . C I , the higher reliability of the weight. The Table 2 details the mean random consistency index (R.I.) which is calculated 1000 times by the 1-12 reciprocal matrix. Calculate the consistency ratio (C.R.), C.I. C. . R.I. R = , in general, if . . C R < 0.1, the judgment is satisfactory and compatibility, the calculated value ω is acceptable, on this condition the reciprocal matrix is called consistency matrix, then return to Step 4, otherwise the reciprocal matrix should be revise and return to Step2. Based on the above theory, the pairwise comparison matrices are established on search engine in all aspects including evaluation target level and criteria level, flow and velocity and sub rule layer, and so on. The weight of each indicator is calculated, and the consistency of acquired data is judged. Step 4. Order of hierarchy From tables in Step 3 shows that, relative to the pros and cons of the Internet search engine, The rank of each index important listed in flow and velocity in criteria level is as follows: web traffic rank > reverse link number > access speed > users click rate > browse page number, the rank in retrieval performance is: precision ratio > retrieval result > retrieval response time > database scale and content > recall ratio > retrieval function, and the order in the service function is: user interface = user experience evaluation > blogroll Service > mobile search > recommendation and other services.
The comprehensive sequence is ranked by using the calculation results of single level sequencing. According to the above theory, the comprehensive ranking results are calculated as shown in Table 7 . (b 1 ,b 2 ,b 3 ,b 4 ,b 5 ). The result of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is a vector with five components which is corresponding to the following five grades of membership degree including poor, relatively poor, normal, relatively good, and good. The results by fuzzy transformation generally does not meet needs of evaluation, therefore, it is necessary to normalize for B. B' could be calculated by MATLAB2013b, and 
(6) Results analysis According to P=B*V, we can get P=63.9620, 1 P =62.5734 ， 2 P =59.7880 ， 3 P =61.2238 ， 4 P =61.3735， 5 P =60.3314， 6 P =57.9834. The higher P, the higher performance of the search engine. According to above computation achieve the ranking: Baidu > Sogou > Yahoo China > Sou 360 > Google China > Soso > Iask.
1) Results analysis of the flow and velocity The website speed affects the user experience directly and many reasons lead to the site of long buffer time and slow response speed, such as poor performance, too many cache pictures etc.
2) Results analysis of retrieval performance In order to improve the retrieval function, detailed information should be provided to help the user, and furthermore improve the natural language understanding ability to reduce the burden on users.
3) Results analysis of service function The evaluation results show that organizing the network information resources scientifically and the unification of classification and theme languages can improve the recall ratio and precision ratio.
Conclusion
With the rapid development of the Internet, the search engine has developed greatly, which makes indicators' value is fuzzy, uncertainty, random even unknown, this paper adopts AHP to achieve the index weights based on the establishment of evaluation index, finally obtains the rank of seven major domestic search engines. This paper gives an evaluation means of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for the Internet search engine, but with the development of search engine, the focus will change, and the perfect evaluation index and weight index brings great help to correct evaluation.
